25Years & 25 Million Board Feet
of Reclaimed Wood Experience.

Why Reclaimed

Thanks to a century or more of drying,
and the inherent tight grain of old
trees, reclaimed timbers offer stability
unmatched by fresh sawn or kiln dried
varieties, allowing for precise joinery
that won’t move. Their character is
celebrated with hints from the past
ranging from bolt holes and ferrous
staining to original as-found surfaces
and occasional mortise pockets.

Why Builders, Architects, and Timber Framers Choose Us

• One-stop Resource: Make one call.
If we don’t have it in inventory, we do the
searching, saving you time and worry.
• Better Pricing: High volume purchasing
combined with decades of experience.
• Expand Your Capabilities: We can S4S
and more on both coasts.
• Chain of Custody Certified: Ask us for
your timbers’ history.

• Choice: 1.5 MMBF of Reclaimed Wood.
• Access to Experience & Experts: Our full-time,
dedicated acquisitions team and 50+ employees
are at your service.
• Shipping Peace of Mind: Our high volume
affords us competitive rates. Our experienced
team guarantees the perfect load.
• NY & OR Mills: With two shops we can handle
large & small jobs, shipping anywhere.

Help Us HelpYou
Help us give you the best quote by providing a few details.
Be sure to let us know which factors are driving the project.
• Species:
- Single
- Mixed Hardwoods
- Mixed Softwoods
• Quantity & Dimensions
(note finished and/or called sizes)

• Surface Texture:
- As found circle sawn
- As found rough sawn
- As found Hand Hewn
- Planed, re-sawn in our mill
• Key Dates & Delivery

timbers@pioneermillworks.com
1015

800-951-WOOD

pioneermillworks.com

Industrial

Sourced from the factories our country was built on, Industrial Salvaged timbers
often have a more uniform patina with band sawn, circle sawn, or planed
surfaces along with original bolt holes, nail holes, fastener marks, ferrous
staining, checking, occasional knots, and other signs of an industrious life.
Typical Species: Heart Pine, Douglas fir, and less frequently Oak
Other Species: Variety of softwoods including Yellow Pine and Hemlock
Typical Sizes:
6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 9x13, 5x11, 7x13, 7x15, 9x15, 12x15

Planed

As Found

Re-sawn

Agricultural

Antique agricultural timbers are reclaimed from a variety of barns, granaries,
storage buildings and other rural structures that have outlived their usefulness.
They can be as challenging as they are extraordinary. In addition to their handhewn or sawn surfaces, they often include original mortise pockets, tenons,
and peg holes, insect marks, checking, and knots.

Typical Species: Mixed Hardwoods
Other Species: Variety of Softwoods
Typical Sizes:
4x6, 6x6, 6x8, 8x8, 9x9, 8x10, 10x10, 11x11

Hand Hewn

Circle Sawn

Mortise Pockets

Surfaces and More

Precise dimensions with smooth S4S faces, band sawn, or in some cases circular sawn
surfaces are available for any of our reclaimed timbers. While surfaces will be cleaner,
character including bolt holes, nail holes, bug holes, ferrous staining, checking and
other marks will remain visible. Our mills in NY & OR offer custom services such as
mitered box beams, jacket boards, and even planing of your timbers, reclaimed or fresh.
Custom Dimensions: Timbers we start with need to be, at minimum,
2 inches larger than the sawn dimensions.

Sawn One Side

Surfaced Four Sides

What About Oak?

Oak is harder to come by, but if you’re
interested in Oak, we have a few sources
including: Agricultural Reclaimed Hand Hewn or
Rough Sawn, Non-FSC Kelo (standing) Oak, and
on rare occasion, Industrial Salvaged Oak.

Box Beam

